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DESCRIPTION:
Emphasize on local mass media production design in a competitive environment. This course
explores external environment variables, budget planning and marketing strategies that
determine industry managers decision process. Case studies, management challenges and
problem solving strategies.
JUSTIFICATION:
The knowledge of the media management is important for every student. In media, the business
principles integrate techniques, administratives, legals and operational areas that need a special
treatment. The management in media communication is regulated by public policies and
government organisms. These controls have been evolving into a conditioned autoregulation.
Every student need to know how managers determine objectives, priorities, and what elements
influence the decision making and how they visualize the business roles as part of the society.
This way, the student could integrate the communication skills with business management. This
course discuss ethics elements and social responsibility that serve as an important complement to
the techniques and management duties in a democratic society.
OBJECTIVES:
By the end of this course, the students will be able to:
1. Identify the most important management theories that can be applied to the
administrative duties in media.
2. Describe the managerial process and how to reach an effective administration.

3. Explain the importance of harmonize relationships between management and non
management positions in order to reach the business objectives.
4. Understand the advantages of establishing labor policies and regulations.
5. Examine conflictive situations within an organization and propose
possible solutions.
6. Understand marketing management concepts and their application in the administrative
work of the public media.
7. Infer the decision a manager must take according to the external and desitional variables
in the marketing mix.
8. Identify and use educational resources to investigate and present findings on issues
related to media management.
9. Recognize the importance of the role of media in society and its influence on the
formation of values and public opinion.
CONTENT:
I.
Summary of the history and evolution of theoretical management thinking
● Classic management school
● A behavioral school
● Modern management theories
II. Functions of management
● Planning, organizing, influencing and controlling process
● Establishing and controlling budgets
● Roles and types of financial statements
● Working with employees
1. Motivation strategies
2. Leadership
3. Effective supervision
● The importance of establishing labor policies and regulations
III. Concepts and marketing activities applied to media management
A. Information
1. How to know the consumers
a. Surveys on television and radio: methods used and their importance in
decision making
b. Other methods (focus groups, data analysis of the
population census and other government data)
B. Activities on the product (messages)
1. The life cycle of the product
2. Public interest as a priority when creating messages

3. Searching the audience
a. Analysis and segmentation of the audience
b. Audiences that attract merchants
C. Activities to distribute the product
1. The concept of "chains" (Networks)
2. Basic programming techniques
a. Commercial television
b. AM and FM radio
c. Distributing networks in graphic media
d. Promotional activities
1. Elements of promotional campaigns
2. Promotion methods
E. Product prices
1. The creation of prices against competition and operational
expenses
2. Importance and operation of a sales department in the media
3. Strategies for the sale of spaces for advertising Commercials
4. Social responsibility and ethics in managerial work
5. Management issues and their relationship with media companies
INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES:
-Conference
-Case studies
-Oral presentations about management topics
EVALUATION:
Exams: 50%
Project: 20%
Attendance: 5%
Final test: 25%
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Any students needing reasonable accommodation should request it at the Associate Dean of
Student Affairs office.
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